March 25, 2013

Ms. Judith Dupre
Executive Secretary
Federal Financial Institutions Examination Council
L. William Seidman Center
Mailstop: B-7081a
3501 Fairfax Drive
Arlington, VA 22226-3550

Re: CDD and U.S. PIRG Education Fund Comments on “Social Media: Consumer Compliance Risk Management Guidance” (Docket Number FFIEC-2013-0001)

The Center for Digital Democracy¹ and the U.S. PIRG Education Fund² respectfully submit the following comments to the Federal Financial Institutions Examination Council in response to the its request for comment on the proposed guidance entitled “Social Media: Consumer Compliance Risk Management Guidance.” The FFIEC’s guidance to financial institutions, including the Consumer Financial Protection Bureau (CFPB), on the use of social media is critically important. Such a review is both needed and timely. Nine in ten adults online (including seniors) access social media at least once a month, according to Experian, with the majority showing support for a product, a service, or a company by becoming a “fan.” Facebook was the most-visited website in 2012, with 79.1 billion visits. Google+, Tumblr, Twitter, YouTube, and Pinterest also saw significant growth in user visits.³ Citibank, Bank of America, MasterCard, and Visa, among others, have their own YouTube Channels.⁴ With the increased use of smartphones and other online

---

¹ CDD is recognized as one of the leading consumer protection and privacy organizations in the United States. See Center for Digital Democracy, http://www.democraticmedia.org/ (viewed 23 Mar. 2013).
services to conduct financial transactions—including applying for loans and other major forms of credit—it is time for a thorough review in this area. The U.S. financial services industry will significantly increase its online ad spending, including for social media, from $3.84 billion in 2011 to $6.82 billion by 2016. Social media marketing is one of the highest priorities for financial executives, and already generates a significant source of Facebook revenues.

As U.S. PIRG Education Fund and the Center for Digital Democracy (CDD) will explain, consumers are unaware of the risks they face in their use of social media, including the loss of privacy and exposure to unfair and questionable marketing tactics. The regulatory structure has not kept pace with social media developments, the increasing use of sophisticated and largely non-transparent “social intelligence” techniques, and the impact of these techniques on consumer decision-making. The transformation of the consumer financial marketplace, made possible by Big Data-related techniques in combination with the major shift to digital media, now enables the creation of complex consumer-targeting models. Through data-mining, machine-learning, and predictive analytics, an individual’s social behavior and actions are captured by digital profiles in order to target them both online and off.

Contemporary marketing practices enable financial services to collect previously unimaginable amounts of data on a consumer—as well as on their friends and other networks. Social, PC, and mobile data—including location—can be seamlessly added into profiles that include a diverse array of online and offline financial data. Superfast data mining tools enable insights to be delivered to financial companies (and others) in real time, enabling greater precision for microtargeting. Advances in digital marketing now permit highly personalized marketing content (so-called “dynamic creative”) to be created and changed “on-the fly,” as insights derived from a consumer’s behavior are gathered and analyzed. Social media campaigns targeting individuals can be “optimized” (made more effective based on captured behavior), in order to move a person through the marketing “funnel.” Increasingly, consumers are sold in milliseconds to the highest marketing bidder via the use of “Real-Time

---

5 The FFIEC should especially examine the role of social media in promoting so-called “peer-to-peer payments,” used for money-transfer and other services that impact at-risk consumers. See eMarketer, "Bigger Money on the Small(er) Screen: How Smartphones and Tablets Change the Way Consumers Manage Their Finances," Oct. 2012 (personal copy).


buying” (RTB) services. Financial services companies are using such methods to acquire customers and offer products, without the necessary transparency and consumer control required.9

Many of the social media practices used today by the financial industry raise troubling questions—requiring regulatory and self-regulatory intervention. Consumers face a surveillance system that closely monitors their online social activities, as banks and others engage in “sentiment mining” and similar practices. The use of social media to make predictive judgments involving “scoring” a consumer—indicating whether they may have positive or negative future financial prospects, or should be given a higher rate of interest—is another area requiring serious scrutiny. This includes the growing role of invisible “E-Scores” and “Lifetime Customer Value” measures identifying the potential worth of an individual.10 Social data can also be used to “score” the value of “online leads” to help determine the kinds of financial products and services a customer may be offered.11 Financial services companies, recognizing that social data “is a fresh, constant stream of human opinion, unfiltered and easy to tap into,” use many of these state-of-the-art practices.12

---


Social media, and the expansive set of advertising, measurement, and content-creation services that have evolved to serve it, has quickly become a principal way companies—including financial entities—interact with consumers. The FFIEC should acknowledge that it cannot analyze social media in isolation. Contemporary multichannel marketing practices now incorporate and operationalize social media data within Customer Relation Management (CRM) and Data Management Platform (DMP) marketing automation platforms. Information and insight gathered from social media sources (e.g., Facebook, blogs, Twitter) are seamlessly incorporated by DMPs into data collected on a consumer’s use of websites, mobile devices, third-party data sources, and the like. Information on consumers and their friends, culled from “social sharing” analysis, enables companies to identify the various ways social communications are passed and adopted through a network of connected individuals. Advances in contemporary financial marketing practices, including even the targeting of consumers at the subconscious level, are one element of this new landscape. In addition, through developments in real-time testing and

13 See the annual reports on online lead generation revenues, as well as on financial digital marketing, “IAB Internet Advertising Revenue Report conducted by PricewaterhouseCoopers (PWC),” http://www.iab.net/insights_research/industry_data_and_landscape/adrevenuereport (viewed 24 Mar. 2013).

14 There are a variety of tools used by financial marketers to gather “360-degree” insights on individual consumers. See, for example, Causata, “Financial Services.” http://www.causata.com/industries/financial-services (viewed 24 Mar. 2013).


measurement of digital marketing campaigns, financial companies are able to more precisely create online environments designed to trigger consumer behavior. For example, E*Trade uses a digital marketing system to “collect valuable data about how visitors reach and then interact ... [enabling it] to determine which pages were the most successful in contributing to conversion events—such as opening a new account ....” US Bank also uses the same digital marketing service to “integrate online and offline data ....” The system determines exactly how deep ... [user] engagement is and what time it took place—including how many pages deep into the site the visitor saw, what tools were used during that visit, and where the drop-off point was. ...[T]his information is captured in real time ... to help refine the targeting of future content and offers ....” U.S. Bank captures data for “leads” that are “enhanced” and “scored.”

**Key Issues**

Among the key issues that the FFIEC should address are the following:

**Social Media Surveillance:** The emergence of social media campaign management and analytics tools involving “listening platforms” and “sentiment engines” enables financial and other companies to collect and analyze individual consumer’s social media activity. Techniques employed by social media marketing to identify and “activate” “influencers,” including through new forms of viral (word-of-mouth) marketing and designed to transform consumers into “brand advocates,” are conducted without sufficient disclosure on why and how an individual was selected. Financial and other companies are using social media to engage in “conversation monitoring” to understand customers’ interest in financial services. Social media is used to establish “conversations” with users, as part of “earned media” strategies, where an individual again isn’t informed or has consented with full knowledge of the goal. Social media monitoring products enable companies to discover “What

---


was said? What is it about? (ie, product, service, brand, experience) Is it a common sentiment? What are the trends on this topic? Who said it? What is their value? How engaged are they? What is their influence? How do I respond? Was my response effective?”

Using sentiment analysis, companies can identify where to target their conversational marketing. For example, the top sources for “conversations on credit cards” include “Twitter, pissedconsumer, customerservicesscoreboard, Facebook, , Ficoforums.myfico.”

Chase and eBay, for example, access social media tools that enable them to use “sophisticated natural language processing, predictive analytics and artificial intelligence technologies to parse the vast flood of user status updates, mentions, check-ins, offer claims and other forms of actions and expressions to deliver the right audience ... turn[ing] public social chatter into targetable audience segments, deriving precise user interests from real-time status updates, allowing you to target your audience far beyond basic keyword and category targeting.”

Dozens of financial service companies are using social media marketing services provided by Radian6 (now owned by Salesforce). Among its capabilities are tools for “listening” to consumers, measuring the “sentiment,” and seeing “who is doing the talking ....[C]ompanies can monitor and respond to social conversations in near-real-time. ...” As Salesforce noted, the use of such social media tools can “[T]urn Your Bank’s Haters into Lovers.”

Social Media data are now incorporated by financial marketers for the creation of consumer digital profiles for targeted marketing: Financial data on consumers are at the core of much of digital marketing. Third-party data providers,


along with more “traditional” information brokers, provide social and other data used for financial marketing. For example, Alliant Cooperative Data Solutions collects data from many sources for its “Digital Marketing Optimization” and related services. Among the segments it has created for targeting are “Financial performance-challenged,” “credit-challenged,” “risky consumers,” “credit card rejects,” and “Payment Score: Bottom 5%.” Alliant has allied with data providers who incorporate both financial social media data into their products for consumer targeting. For example, it works with BlueKai, which provides “actionable audience data on more than 300 million users” in the U.S., including “intent data” related to “Financial services (ie. loans, mortgages, investment products);” IXI uses “proprietary measures” so “consumers [can be] grouped by their estimated financial characteristics ... . Examples include Income, Discretionary Spending, Economic Cohorts, Economic Spectrum, Ability to Pay, etc.,” and “Social (e.g. Social Behavior, Social Signals, Interest between Friends).” BlueKai’s data partners include Experian, TruSignal (which targets underbanked consumers), Monetate, and social media sources Janrain and Gigya. Alliant also works with Lotame, whose data partners include Acxiom and MasterCard Advisors. Acxiom itself works with data partners


that provide social media data as well.\textsuperscript{29} Experian also incorporates social media data for its digital marketing services.\textsuperscript{30}

Hallmarks of this new real-time consumer-targeting era include the expansion of leading data brokers to serve the online audience and an ever-growing alliance of first- and third-party information providers to help target consumers.\textsuperscript{31} IXI Digital (Equifax), which provides a myriad of financially targeted online marketing products, includes “social network user: Households likely to participate in online social networks,” as a targeting option.\textsuperscript{32}

The use of social media for scoring and predictive modeling, which may violate the Fair Credit Reporting Act or require additional regulation: Big Data techniques incorporating social media information on consumers enable the creation of new forms of “risk scores,” which can be used to make decisions on a person’s credit standing, for example. The growing use of scoring raises troubling questions about potential discriminatory and unfair practices. Companies such as MasterCard Advisors feed their customer data to data brokers, who combine it with myriad sources of other information, Exelate, MasterCard’s data partner, explains that it create scores to target consumers involving “hundreds of millions of cookies using tens of thousands of attributes.”\textsuperscript{33}

Webtrends explains that “behavioral scoring” involves assigning “value to visitors based on how much or how often they do something. That something can be almost any significant activity—from registration to product purchases to dollars spent to pages viewed by topic. Scores from different activities can be combined and any activity can be weighted based on the perceived or measured value. Scoring has some very distinct advantages compared to conditional filtering. Because a Score accumulates for an individual, the more a customer or prospect does something, the higher their score.”\textsuperscript{34} U.S. Bank’s scoring models captured from online lead


\textsuperscript{34} Experian, “Harnessing the Power of Big Data: Experian’s Guide to Big Data for Financial Services,” 2012, “http://www.experian.co.uk/assets/consumer-information/white-
generation techniques “include the level of customer engagement, the quality and temperature of the lead, and the product and customer value to the bank.”

The role of Facebook: Much of the social media “ecosystem” revolves around Facebook, which operates an essential platform to reach consumers. Despite the Federal Trade Commission’s 20-year consent decree requiring Facebook to be more transparent and provide consumers greater control over their data, Facebook has not yet made its marketing system effectively visible and under its members’ control. Facebook has continually expanded its relationship with credit-related data companies and third-party data brokers providing financial information. For one financial services company embarking on a “socially-enabling” campaign designed to turn “customers into fans,” it turned to one of the many social media marketing specialist firms. The campaign used Facebook’s new “Custom Audiences to create targeting segments” from a base of over 2 million email addresses. It analyzed “thousands of relevant audience data points” to identify potential “brand loyalists.” The financial company (which is unnamed in the case study) also used the data to target “friends of its fans.” As Experian explains, Facebook Exchange (FBX) enables marketers to “retarget Website browsers (based on a cookie match from the Website to Facebook).” Facebook’s “Custom Audience” service “allows the targeting of ads to specific Facebook user IDs and enables those IDs to be targeted.” Financial services companies can “create Custom Audiences for both high-income and low-income customers and tailor messaging accordingly to each.” As Facebook itself explained in launching its Exchange, “For many advertisers in industries like ... financial services, Facebook Exchange is a great way to drive conversions from Facebook based off consumer insight data.” Financial advertisers’ spending on


Adobe, “U.S. Bank: Know It All.”


Facebook is “significantly higher relative to other industries,” and reflects their interest to “acquire business with high lifetime value.”

We believe few consumers targeted by the financial firm understand that their data—and their behaviors on Facebook and other online services—were being gathered and assessed for such microtargeting. A thorough review of Facebook, its marketing partners, and financial services companies is warranted.

**Social media via mobile devices is being used for real-time, locational-based, decision-making:** Increasingly consumers use their mobile phones to research financial services and engage in transactions (from mobile banking to applying for a credit card). Today’s mobile phone user is increasingly connected to their social networks via Facebook, Google+, and other services, all of which offer a suite of services for marketers. As Google explained in an interview last year, “In the mobile areas, financial services is a leader in spending, focused mostly on direct response and customer acquisition ... .” A plethora of mobile “apps” also provide financial services that connect to one’s social network. “LocalResponse, for instance, connects cookies to social media accounts ... allowing brands to target consumers based upon what they share. If a user tweets that she’ll soon be filing her taxes from her Galaxy S III, LocalResponse can serve her a TurboTax ad next time she sits down to peruse the New York Times on her iPad.” In addition, the rise of the use of “Mobile Wallets” raises additional questions, not only about the collection and use of social network data but about the adequacy of the application of consumer protection responsibilities under law to the various parties involved in the transactions.

The growing use of geo-location targeting, which offers the ability to closely monitor and target individual consumers regardless of where they may be, is a major issue that requires a range of regulatory safeguards.

---


42 See, for example, the growing role of “geo-fences” and other mobile practices, as well as financial mobile marketing. Placecast, “How it Works,” http://placecast.net/platform/impl.html; “Financial Services,” *Mobile Marketer*,


Role of rewards and virtual gaming to acquire customer data: Financial service online campaigns, integrating social communications, increasingly use rewards, sweepstakes, and other incentives to attract consumers to disclose—without meaningful consent—more of their information (which can be used later to target them, for example). Chase’s Freedom Facebook site offers to enter you for a $1000 gas gift card sweepstakes by “Liking” it. American Express has partnered with social gaming company Zynga (the creator of Farmville and other popular games) to offer a prepaid card that generates rewards “to help you grow your virtual world.”

Foursquare, a social media “community” featuring a “check-in” app, is now working with Visa, MasterCard, and various bank debit cards by integrating offers and payments (all tied to location). The use of various “point of influence” techniques delivered at the time of purchase, especially those involving social media in financial services transactions, requires review.

Recommendations

Ensure compliance with the Fair Credit Reporting Act when social media and other new forms of pre-screening are used: The transformation of the financial services marketplace, with new forms of consumer pre-screening using online data, requires effective FCRA enforcement. The Federal Trade Commission, for example, has weighed in to help ensure that companies gathering social data, including through mobile apps, as part of an employer background screening process are compliant with the FCRA. Further, in the credit decision-making space, it is very clear that the development of online behavioral scoring mechanisms deserves significant regulatory scrutiny, since firms may be using e-scores for pre-screening.


which would make them Consumer Reporting Agencies subject to the FCRA. We urge the FFIEC to carefully review how financial services companies are using E-scores and other predictive measures to evaluate how consumers are treated by the marketplace. It should work to more effectively enforce the FCRA or call on Congress to revise whatever new consumer safeguards are required.\textsuperscript{46}

**Regulate practices that undermine consumer privacy in the financial marketplace, and support federal privacy legislation (including on the role of data brokers):** Despite the regulatory and self-regulatory rules, such as those by FINRA, that address social media communications by financial services entities, there is sufficient evidence to illustrate that consumers require meaningful safeguards to control their personal information and effectively determine how their financial decision-making is structured. The ever-increasing profiles of individuals containing diverse and continuous sources on their financial status raise serious privacy concerns. Sentiment and conversation monitoring without consumer consent is a major privacy concern. Use of measurement tools evaluating a consumer’s actions also requires safeguards. It is time to define how such data and techniques—including the myriad offline and online financial information readily available today which can be used to target consumers across all platforms—can be placed back in the control of the individual. It is essential that CFPB and other institutions engage in rulemakings designed to empower consumer decision-making about their data. The data broker industry also requires further scrutiny and regulation, especially given its significant expansion into the digital arena.\textsuperscript{47} This month, Federal Trade Commissioner Julie Brill echoed our concerns about the potential for charging some consumers more, or less, or offering some consumers different choices than others, in financial marketing: “One area of growing concern is discriminatory marketing offers—qualifying some consumers to be eligible for discounts or other benefits, based on behavioral data, and disqualifying others, all without giving consumers the opportunity to ensure that the information on which these decisions are based is accurate.”\textsuperscript{48} As FFIEC member regulators seek to achieve the goal of reducing the number of the unbanked, policies and regulations need to ensure that social networking data are used to help, not harm, consumers.

---


Establish special safeguards for vulnerable, as well as multicultural, consumers: There is already evidence about the growing targeting of at-risk consumers for payday loans and other harmful financial products. Sophisticated techniques to target, for example, Hispanics (including Spanish-speaking) and African Americans online have been developed. The FFIEC should review how such online multicultural marketing is being used to target both low-income and ethnic/racial groups. Such comprehensive data profiles on individual users, which can contain a broad range of personal and other unique digital information, raise serious concerns. The use of any consumer data collected via online transactions and behavior for such scoring should not be permitted without an individual’s affirmative and informed opt-in consent.

Address COPPA and the special needs of adolescents: While children 12 and under have some protection of their privacy under the Children’s Online Privacy Protection Act, data collected from teens are unprotected. Adolescents are heavy users of social media, including Facebook. As developmental research shows, adolescents are especially vulnerable to marketing campaigns. The FFIEC should issue guidelines on how financial marketing to young consumers 13-17 should be conducted, as well as review compliance with COPPA when new, stronger FTC rules come into effect in July 2013.

Both U.S. PIRG Education Fund and CDD offer this brief overview to assist in a critical conversation—and action plan—that should be developed by the FFIEC to protect consumers in the social media marketplace.

Respectfully submitted,

Jeff Chester
Executive Director
Center for Digital Democracy
1718 Connecticut Ave. NW
Suite 200
Washington, DC 20009

Edmund Mierzwinski
Consumer Program Director
U.S. PIRG Education Fund
218 D St. SE
Washington, DC 20003
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